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Elevating industrial air blowing to new heights.  SUNEX Tools proudly introduces the SXBG01K 

¼” Blow Gun Kit. 
 

Crafted with precision and designed for maximum efficiency, this kit is a game-changer for 
diverse air blowing applications with its high performance.  Fully outfitted with a venturi tip, 
precision tip, 2 extension tips, full metal housing, improved seals and conveniently stored in a 

EVA foam tray. 
 
Greer, SC (November 10, 2023) – Designed to meet the demands of high-volume airflow tasks, 
the SXBG01K boasts a compact yet robust industrial-grade design, providing unparalleled 
performance for a wide array of jobs. Featuring a durable construction and versatile tips, this kit 
ensures readiness for any task at hand.   
 
Elevate your air blowing capabilities with our meticulously designed 1/4" Blow Gun Kit, a 
compact powerhouse built for high-volume airflow. Its durable construction and versatile tips 
ensure readiness for any task, while the integrated storage tray keeps you organized and 
efficient. Engineered for industrial-grade performance, the kit effortlessly handles diverse tasks 
with its powerful airflow and large diameter venturi tip, efficiently clearing debris and rapidly 
drying wet areas. Crafted for longevity, its metal housing and improved seals guarantee 
exceptional durability in demanding work environments. With 4.75” and 3.5” protective rubber 
end tube tips and a precision tip, it offers versatility for accessing tight spaces and detailed work. 
Stay organized and efficient with the included EVA foam storage tray, ensuring every 
component is easily accessible.  In addition, the SXBG01K conveniently ships in a 5 pack counter 
or shelf display as well. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This blow gun kit represents a significant leap forward in air blowing technology," said Samuel 
Marshall, SUNEX Tools Product Manager. "Its precision, power, and versatility make it an 
indispensable tool for professionals across industries." 
 
The SXBG01K ¼” Blow Gun Kit from SUNEX Tools is available in Q1 2024 for purchase, delivering 
unmatched performance and reliability for all air blowing needs. 
 



About SUNEX Tools: 
Since its inception in 1977, SUNEX Tools has grown to become a leading brand in industrial and 
automotive workplace tools and equipment. Known for their commitment to quality and 
performance, SUNEX provides tools that match the dedication and hard work of professionals in 
various industries, from heavy-duty industrial maintenance to neighborhood auto mechanics. 
SUNEX is a recognized leader in the industry, offering a wide range of products, including Impact 
Sockets, Lifting Products, Air Tools, Shop Presses, Mechanics Hand Tools, and Tool Storage. For 
more information, please visit www.sunextools.com. 
 
*Note to Editors: Please contact C.J. Fay at cjfay@sunextools.com for high-resolu@on product 
photography. 
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